
OVERVIEW

Improving Operational Workflows

High Payload Autonomous 
Mobile Robots (AMRs)



Built from the Ground Up
AutoGuide creates the industry’s only complete solution for autonomously moving heavy payloads in 
manufacturing, automotive manufacturing, warehouse distribution, and e-commerce distribution settings. 
From the modular base AMR, to an array of load handling adapters, to the fleet control software that makes 
it all work — the entire system is created by AutoGuide. This ensures that every part of your AutoGuide 
solution has been built from the ground up to work together as a complete solution. And replacement parts and 
service are provided by AutoGuide, so you’re not tasked with managing multiple vendors for parts or support.

The Fastest ROI
By developing the entire technology stack, AutoGuide provides an industry leading 18-24 month return  
on investment. Our modular system uses the same base AMR for all applications, so the AutoGuide forklift 
you’re using today can be turned into to a heavy payload tugger by simply affixing a tugger adapter.

Designed for Your Environment
Not sure how AutoGuide solutions will work in your facility? Our experienced team of sales engineers will 
create a simulation showing your entire ecosystem, including autonomous mobile robots and other integrated 
equipment. See the impact of altering a path, adding or removing vehicles, changing the number of pickup and 
drop off spots, and more. We will also calculate your projected payback — in both time and cost savings.

MODULAR PLATFORM

Our MAX-N System is a natural feature 
guidance platform with tugger, forklift, 
and pallet stacker configurations.  
The modular platform allows  
for the base AMR to be  
configured for a variety  
of applications.



AutoGuide MAX-N Pallet Stacker 
The MAX-N Pallet Stacker is an autonomous counterbalanced  
forklift that can autonomously pick and place pallets from the 
floor level, trailer decks, conveyors, or racks up to 5 feet high. 
Standard payload capacity is 1,770 lbs. (800 kg), with a high 
capacity version for up to 2,650 lbs. (1,200 kg).

With its smart pallet finding capability, the MAX-N Pallet Stacker 
can pick pallets that have been displaced from their expected 
location. The vehicle sensors will identify the pallet, its location 
and orientation, then dynamically re-plan a travel path for a 
successful pick. It can even pick a desired pallet from a stack  
of pallets.

AutoGuide MAX-N Tugger
The MAX-N Tugger is an autonomous tow tractor that transports 
a train of trailers from point to point within industrial facilities. 
The maximum towing capacity is 15,000 lbs. (4,536 kg). 

Typical applications within industrial manufacturing include 
feeding materials or sub-assemblies to work cells, moving 
product through the manufacturing process, or transporting 
finished goods. Tuggers are also commonly used in distribution 
centers to transport products between the shipping docks  
and storage areas. 

SurePath Fleet Control Software 
SurePath fleet control software provides companies 
the ability to manage, monitor, track, organize 
and, ultimately, optimize their fleet of cooperative 
mobile robots. SurePath connects to individual 
mobile robots using wireless communications, 
providing graphics-based displays of all mobile 
robots and their current status, mapped to the 
facility floor plan-in real-time.
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“AutoGuide provided creative solutions to  
make sure that their AMRs would work in  

our plant. They were very hands-on and always 
had quick reaction time for the requests  

we made. AutoGuide AMRs help us to be more 
competitive. Our decision to work with them 

has truly paid off.”

Mike McNulty, Plant Manager

For more information, please contact 
Sales@AGMobileRobots.com


